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Nearly two-thirds of Americans    
         drank coffee in the past day
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45%  tap water

Coffee consumption In the 
U.S. is at a two-decade high!
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66% of Americans drank coffee in the past day

42% drink tap water

54% drink bottled water

38% drink soft drinks

48% drink tea

23% drink juice

They choose coffee more than any other 
beverage yesterday, including tap water. 

Up 14% since January 2021

Classic never goes 
out of style- 19% of 

past-day coffee drinkers 
make black coffee their 

drink of choice

Coffee drinkers are Americans 18+ that have had any coffee beverage in the past-day
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Americans drink an estimated

cups of Coffee per day
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drinker
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41%  soft drinks

Coffee consumption In the 
U.S. is at a two-decade high!
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66% of Americans drank coffee in the past day

42% drink tap water

54% drink bottled water

38% drink soft drinks

48% drink tea

23% drink juice

They choose coffee more than any other 
beverage yesterday, including tap water. 

Up 14% since January 2021

Classic never goes 
out of style- 19% of 

past-day coffee drinkers 
make black coffee their 

drink of choice

Coffee drinkers are Americans 18+ that have had any coffee beverage in the past-day
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22%  juice

Coffee consumption In the 
U.S. is at a two-decade high!
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66% of Americans drank coffee in the past day

42% drink tap water

54% drink bottled water

38% drink soft drinks

48% drink tea

23% drink juice

They choose coffee more than any other 
beverage yesterday, including tap water. 

Up 14% since January 2021

Classic never goes 
out of style- 19% of 

past-day coffee drinkers 
make black coffee their 

drink of choice

Coffee drinkers are Americans 18+ that have had any coffee beverage in the past-day
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45%  tea

Coffee consumption In the 
U.S. is at a two-decade high!
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66% of Americans drank coffee in the past day

42% drink tap water

54% drink bottled water

38% drink soft drinks

48% drink tea

23% drink juice

They choose coffee more than any other 
beverage yesterday, including tap water. 

Up 14% since January 2021

Classic never goes 
out of style- 19% of 

past-day coffee drinkers 
make black coffee their 

drink of choice

Coffee drinkers are Americans 18+ that have had any coffee beverage in the past-day
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Midwest takes 
over as top coffee 
drinking region
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Past-day coffee 
consumption 18+

63%* of Americans chose coffee (in the past day)

61%  bottled water

Americans coffee 
drinkers consume

an average of   

2.8
cups per day

1

Coffee is still America’s 
most popular beverage!

More Americans choose coffee each day 
than any other beverage - including water!

*No statistically significant change since Spring 2023

we serve coffee
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Latte
#1

18%

Espresso
16%

Cappuccino
15%

Café Mocha 
11%

Americano
9%

Macchiato
8%

Flat white
5%

#1 #1 #2 #2 #3 #4

In the past week, 61% of Americans had traditional coffee & 53% had speciality

…and cold brew popularity continues to heat up! 
Change in cold brew sentiments since 2019..

America’s top cups

Tastes & trends
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we serve coffee

most popular espresso-based beverages

Coffee drinkers like 
a summer cool-down

Iced coffee
consumption is 

up by 64% 
since Jan 2023

“Unaware 
of cold 
brew”

“Drink 
cold 

brew on 
occassion”

“Make 
cold 

brew at 
home”

“Drink 
cold 
brew 

regularly”

Americans drink 
an estimated

 440 million 
 cups of coffee every day - 
enough to fill more than 

four Olympic-sized
swimming pools

-61%  73%  60%  32%
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Habits & 
routines

of American coffee 
drinkers have their 

brews with breakfast
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Morning pick-me-up...

81%
we serve coffee

38% in the morning
15% with lunch
19% in the afternoon
7% with dinner
10% in the evening

30% of Americans 
drank a flavored coffee 

in the past week

#1 Vanilla
  Caramel/toffee/

  butterscotch
  Hazelnut
#3 Mocha

  Irish cream
  Pumpkin spice

   Amaretto/almond
   Maple pecan

#2

#4

#5

Americans aged 25-39 are most more 
likely than any other age group to...

• Drink coffee in the past day 
• Choose an espresso-based   

beverage in the past day
• Drink a specialty coffee     

in the past day 

65% of Americans aged 25-39 
51% of Americans aged 18-24
chose specialty coffee in the past week 

Younger generations 
want something special


